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The Behgaard salts and the high Tc uprates are desribed by two and three band models,
respetively, with the lowest band (nearly) half lled. In organis the interations are small, while in
uprates the repulsion Ud on the Cu site is the largest energy. The Mott AF state is stable in undoped
materials in both ases. In the metalli phase of uprates the Ud → ∞ limit produes a moderate
eetive repulsion. The theories of the oherent SDW and harge-transfer orrelations in the metalli
phases of organis and uprates are thus similar. In (undoped) organis those orrelations are
assoiated with ommensurate 2kF SDW and 4kF bond or site modes. The orresponding modes
in metalli uprates are the inommensurate SDW and in partiular Ox/Oy quadrupolar harge
transfer with wave vetor 2qSDW = q0 +G. They are enhaned for dopings x > 0, whih bring the
Fermi level lose to the van Hove singularity. Strong oupling to the lattie assoiates the stati
inommensurate Ox/Oy harge transfer with ollinear nemati stripes. In ontrast to organis, the
oherent orrelations in uprates ompete with loal d10 ↔ d9 quantum harge-transfer disorder.
I. INTRODUCTION
The high-Tc uprates are usually desribed by the
Emery model
1
where the role similar to the external
dimerization
2
in the Behgaard salts is played by the Cu-
O hopping tpd, whih puts two oxygens in the CuO2 unit
ell and makes the lowest of three bands half lled. The
weak oupling theory at zero doping x is then a quite
straightforward analogue
3,4,5,6
of the 1D theory, provided
that the imperfet nesting assoiated with the Ox-Oy
hopping tpp is ignored. The appearane of the x = 0
Mott-AF state is essentially independent of the value of
∆pd = εp−εd > 0 where εd and εp are the Cu and O site
energies in the hole piture, respetively.
However, while the Hubbard repulsion in the Beh-
gaard salts is small, in the high-Tc uprates the repul-
sion Ud on the opper site is the largest energy
1
. It has
long been maintained
3,4
that the fundamental question
in the high-Tc uprates onerns the nature of orrela-
tions whih redue Ud. The relevant Ud = ∞ limit is
usually taken starting from the unperturbed state with
average Cu-oupation n
(0)
d = 1. The lowest order pro-
ess shown in Fig. 1a then orresponds to the fat that
two holes on the neighboring Cu-sites an hop simulta-
neously to the intermediate O-site, empty at x = 0, pro-
vided that their spins are opposite. This leads to the
superexhange
7 Jpd ∼ t
4
pd/∆
3
pd whih is the basis of the
t − J models7. Alternatively, one an assume that all
holes in the unperturbed metalli state are on the O-sites,
i.e., that n
(0)
d = 0. When two p-holes of opposite spin are
rossing the intermediate empty Cu-site one hole hops to
the Cu-site when tpd is turned on, while the other has
to wait as long as the Cu-site is oupied. The waiting
time is of the order of (εd−µ)
−1
where µ is the hemial
potential of the two holes. The whole proess of Fig. 1b
onsists of two independent t2pd/(εd − µ) hoppings, one
Figure 1: (Color online) (a) Superexhange of two holes on
Cu sites via the empty oxygen site; (b) sattering of two holes
on the O-sites via the empty Cu-site.
per partile, and of the waiting time. Therefore the re-
sulting eetive Ud =∞ repulsion U˜ of two p-partiles is
of the order of
U˜ ∼ t4pd/(εd − µ)
3
(1)
and an be interpreted as a retardation (kineti) eet.
II. Ud = ∞ SLAVE PARTICLE THEORY OF THE
METALLIC PHASE
We have arried out the orresponding systemati the-
ory whih starts from the n
(0)
d = 0 unperturbed metalli
ground state by using the slave partiles. This time de-
pendent diagrammati approah, of innite order in the
perturbation tpd, requires the use of the spinless fermion-
Shwinger boson representation in order to avoid the de-
generay of the n
(0)
d = 0 unperturbed ground state in the
2overomplete slave partile Hilbert spae. The advantage
of this representation is that the perturbation theory is
manifestly translationally invariant at eah stage, and
ultimately loally gauge invariant. The disadvantage is
that the three sorts of partiles involved, pσ-fermions,
f-spinless fermions and Shwingers bσ-bosons are distin-
guishable, i.e., that the Cu-O antiommutatiom rules are
replaed by ommutations. The theory has to be there-
fore antisymmetrized a posteriori. Here, we only quote
the results.
First, the omission of the Cu-O antiommutation rules
is irrelevant in the lowest r = 1 order of the Dyson per-
turbation theory. The reason is that the Cu site is ini-
tially empty, while one partile on Cu is required for an-
tiommutation and two for Ud interation. This makes
the r = 1 expression for physial single-partile prop-
agators stritly equivalent to the result of the tpd hy-
bridized HF theory. The HF theory is expressed in terms
of two hybridized propagators, one whih starts and n-
ishes with the appropriately weighted propagation on the
O-sites (pdp propagator hereafter) and the other begins
and ends on the Cu-sites (dpd propagator). Both prop-
agators are haraterized by the three i = L, I, U bands
of poles (branhes) at ω
(i)
~k
8
. This holds irrespetively of
the average HF oupation n
(1)
d of the Cu-site assoiated
with the hemial potential µ(1). On the other hand,
the relations required ultimately by the loal gauge in-
variane nf + nb = 1 and nd = nb are nearly satised
at r = 1 only when n
(1)
d is small, i.e., the theory then
onverges quikly. It is therefore important to keep in
mind that
3,6 n
(1)
d ≈ 1/2 at |x| small for tpd ≫ ∆pd and
that nite tpp dereases it
8
further. The overall rule of
thumb is that n
(1)
d < 1/2 as long as the HF hemial po-
tential µ(1) falls below the vH singularity in the lowest
L-band, i.e., as long as x < xvH where
8 xvH ∝ −tpp is
the positive doping required to reah the vH singularity.
As easily seen, small n
(1)
d orresponds to a weak eetive
interation U˜ < tpd.
The Cu-O (anti)ommutation rules are also irrelevant
for two further r = 2, 3 expressions. r = 2 leads to
the oherent Brinkmann-Rie-like band narrowing t2pd →
t2pd(1 + nd/2)(1 − nd) and the variation of ∆pd through
εd → ε˜d. However, unlike in the mean-eld
8,9,10
slave
partile approximations, this is aompanied by the in-
oherent, loal, dynami utuations identied as the
d10 ↔ d9 harge-transfer disorder. Importantly, the dis-
order falls far from the Fermi level, although there are
indiations
10,11,12
that in higher perturbation orders it
spreads all over the spetrum.
The interation U˜ appears expliitly for r = 4. It
introdues the partile-partile and partile-hole orre-
lations in the single partile pdp and dpd propagations.
U˜ > 0 favorizes the oherent partile-hole orrelations
whih appear here as pseudogaps. The slave fermion the-
ory predits however that the eet of U˜ is the same in
the singlet and the triplet hannels, whih is the on-
sequene of the omission of the Cu-O antiommutation
rules. The a posteriori antisymmetrization of the theory
therefore assoiates U˜ with the singlet (SDW) sattering
only.
The relevant SDW hole-eletron orrelations are as-
soiated to lowest order with the pdp − pdp bubble, as
suggested by Fig. 1b, where U˜ appears as the eetive
interation between p-partiles. In ontrast, the orre-
sponding small Ud theory
3,5,6
involves the dpd−dpd bub-
ble. However, although the spetral densities of the pdp
and dpd propagators are omplementary, the poles are
the same. The assoiated elementary intraband bubbles
share therefore the properties of the overlap of the vH
singularities and of the (imperfet) Fermi surfae (FS)
nesting, whih both favor the oherent SDW utuations
with a dominant ~qSDW .
As mentioned above, µ(1) in the viinity of the vH
singularity brings the metalli Ud = ∞ theory into the
intermediate U˜ ≈ tpd regime with n
(1)
d ≈ 1/2. Various ex-
periments and NQR in partiular
13
indiate indeed that
for |x| ≤ 0.2 the average oupation of the Cu site is lose
to nd ≈ 1/2. Therefore, we assoiate the transition, be-
tween the |x| ≈ 0 long- and short-range magneti order
and the metalli phase at nite |x|, to the rossover in x
between the |x| ≈ 0 t−J regime and the nite |x| metal-
li regime onsidered here. This latter is haraterized
by the lose ompetition of the d10 ↔ d9 harge-transfer
disorder and the oherene eets whih is diult to
over analytially. In this light, we shall identify below
the physial ontent of the important hole-eletron orre-
lation funtions and determine when their oherent limit
is onsistent with experiments in the metalli phase.
III. COHERENT E-H CORRELATIONS AND
STRIPES
Let us start with the SDW orrelations for x ≈ xvH >
0. The vH overlap/FS nesting behavior of the elementary
intraband partile-hole bubble is not universal. It is how-
ever well known that ReχL,LSDW (~q, ω) beomes large for ω
small and lose to π/a [1, 1]. Taking formally tpp = 0,
the log square singularity in ω ours3,5 at x = 0 due
to the vH overlap and to the perfet 2D FS nesting at
~qSDW = π/a [1, 1]. Analytial
14
and numerial
15
alu-
lations show that imperfet nesting assoiated with nite
x at tpp = 0 produes spikes at inommensurate ~q
coll
SDW
along the zone main axes. With nite tpp the spikes were
also obtained numerially
16
for ~qdgSDW along its diagonals.
While it seems well established
17
that the spikes at ~qcollSDW
are dominated by the pairing of holes and eletrons lose
to the antinodal π/a [1, 0] and π/a [0, 1] vH points, the
pairing whih gives rise to the spikes at ~qdgSDW is not yet
determined unambiguously.
The single well-dened ollinear ±~qcollSDW leg or the
nearly irular |~qSDW | is observed learly by the mag-
neti neutron sattering
18,19,20
. As a rule, ~qcollSDW appears
for small energy transfers while |~qSDW | ours at high
3Figure 2: Umklapp oupling of two SDW's enhaned at ~qSDW
(a) to intraell harge utuations and/or to phonons linearly
oupled to arriers; (b) to phonons oupled quadratially to
the arriers. Internal struture of the eletroni triangle is
gouverned by the Ag, Bg symmetry properties of the outom-
ing verties and by the Ud or U˜ nature of the inoming square
verties whih ip the spins.
frequenies e.g. in metalli YBCO
19
. The observation
of the strong leading harmonis is onsistent with metal-
li ohereny in the propagation of tpd-hybridized parti-
les. There is however also good NMR evidene
21
that
non-magneti disorder is present in LSCO. It may well
orrespond, in part, to the loal d10 ↔ d9 harge disor-
der, whih is dynami in the present theory but beomes
frozen
21,22
by the strong oupling
23
to the heavy lattie.
The Emery model also enompasses
23
the Cu/O2 and
Ox/Oy harge transfers and various bond utuations
within the unit ell. In the ~q → 0 limit the D4 symmetry
lassies
24,25,26
those orrelations in A1g, B1g and B2g
irreduible representations, the bond utuations being
involved diretly
26
into the Raman responses. The ele-
mentary bubbles assoiated with those orrelations dier
through oherene fators in their numerators while their
respetive poles and integration ranges are the same
26
.
The ~q = 0 B1g,2g modes are dominated
26
respetively by
the ontributions from the main axes or diagonals of the
CuO2 zone. They have their own small ~q strutures
15,16
(e.g. the elementary Ox/Oy bubble is logarithmially
singular
3,23
at x = xvH ). In addition, while the ~q ≈ 0
B1g and B2g intraell modes are deoupled from the ~q ≈ 0
transfers of the total CuO2 harge among the distant unit
ells
15,23,26
, the oherent ~q ≈ 0 Cu/O2 harge transfer is
aompanied
15,26
by the ~q ≈ 0 interell harge transfer.
Only the latter is subjet to the long range Coulomb
sreening/frustration
15,22,26,27
.
The small ~q behavior of the harge transfer orrelations
is however of seondary interest if the SDW is taken
14
as
the dominant utuation. Then, aording to Fig. 2, two
SDWs enhaned at ~qSDW ≈ π/a [1, 1] either ouple to
the intraell utuations and then to phonons, or else di-
retly to phonons. In the ase of linear oupling of Fig. 2a
the orresponding dominant ~q0 is small and satises the
physially important relation
~q0 + 2π/a [1, 1] = 2~qSDW . (2)
Alternatively, as in Fig. 2b, two suh SDWs an also
ouple quadratially
23
to tilts of the CuO6 otahe-
dra at ~qTILT = ~qSDW . When two SDWs enhaned
at ~qcollSDW lose to π/a [1, 1] are assoiated with the
π/a [1, 0], π/a [0, 1] pairing they drive26, diretly or via
the B1g Ox/Oy harge transfer, the LTT/(exx-eyy) defor-
mations at ±~qcollTILT /± ~q
coll
0 . Analogously, if two SDWs
enhaned at ~qdgSDW lose to π/a [1, 1] are assoiated with
the π/a [1/2, 1/2], π/a[−1/2,−1/2] pairing they drive26
the B2g Ox-Oy bond utuations and the LTO/(exy+eyx)
modes at ±~qdgTILT/± ~q
dg
0 .
The ~qTILT ≈ π/a [1, 1] tilts and the ~q0 modes are
in addition entangled
28
by the ioni fores, namely the
π/a [1, 1] LTT and LTO tilts are aompanied, respe-
tively, by the homogeneous exx-eyy and exy+eyx shears
of the CuO2 planes. Those entangled single leg deforma-
tions thus lift, through the eletron-phonon ouplings
23
,
the degeneray of two Ox/Oy sites
23
or of four tpp bonds
within the CuO2 unit ell by dimerizing them two by two.
The stability of the striped strutures an be investi-
gated using the related
14,23
Landau funtionals. E.g., the
entangled ollinear modes are related in this way to the
ollinear nemati stati stripes
27,29
usually haraterized
by ~qcoll0 . It appears thus quite learly that the oherent
Ox/Oy harge transfer, oupled to the lattie, is an es-
sential ingredient of the ollinear stripes
27
in the metalli
phase. This agrees with observations
18,19,24,25,30,31
. The
ollinear SDW and Ox/Oy harge transfer orrelations
get enhaned in metalli lanthanum uprates for dopings
x ≈ xvH . The spikes
17
at ~qcollSDW in χ
L,L
SDW (~q, ω) then ex-
plain the "nemati" version of Eq. (2) observed
18,24
in
the metalli phase. The orresponding LTO/LTT lattie
instability is predited
23
and observed
32,33
to be of the
rst order in LBCO for x ≈ xvH ≈ 1/8. Those eets
are attributed here to the vH overlap/FS nesting, while
the ommensurability 1/8 is expeted to play only the
seondary role.
In ontrast to lanthanum uprates the Fermi level µ in
the optimally doped YBCO and BSCO, as measured by
ARPES, falls
8
well below the vH point, i.e., x < xHTCvH .
The ollinear SDW-Ox/Oy stripes enhaned by the vH
singularities are therefore not expeted to our in metal-
li YBCO and BSCO. Indeed, at larger x, the ollinear
stripe struture is replaed
25
by the fourfold ommensu-
rate stripes in "hekerboard" onguration
25,34
, whih
restores the D4 symmetry.
The salient new feature of the present low-order large
Ud analysis is thus that the oherent, weak, inommen-
surate ollinear
17
SDW and Ox/Oy orrelations appear
to get enhaned with respet to the d10 ↔ d9 harge
disorder if the vH singularities are reahed
35
by dop-
ing xvH . This explains the long standing puzzle
32
why
the enhaned magneti/harge oherene ours twie
in LBCO as a funtion of doping, one as the long- or
short-range
4,36
AF order at x ≈ 0 and then again as the
inommensurate SDW at single ±~qcollSDW for nite posi-
tive xvH ≈ 0.1, aompanied by the stati Ox/Oy harge
transfer oupled to the staggered LTT tilting of the CuO4
otahedra.
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